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where management highlighted that its businesses are gaining
share across the portfolio in a broad-based way. Meanwhile,
TMO continues to launch new products to help customers meet
their goals in life science research, applied markets and clinical
settings, as well as increase research and development in life
science tools. Furthermore, the company remains excited about
its capital deployment opportunities on a go forward basis and
recently acquired BD’s Advanced Bioprocessing business. TMO
also increased and extended its share repurchase authorization
with an additional $2 billion.

U.S. equity indexes hit record highs again this quarter.
While we acknowledge the current cycle is getting long in
the tooth, the positive narrative surrounding the market
suggests the upward trend should continue for now.
Strong corporate earnings fundamentals, traction from latecycle stimulus, aggressive share buybacks and elevated
levels of business and consumer confidence overcame
trade tensions, geopolitical issues and tightening monetary
conditions. For the quarter, the Ariel Mid Cap Value
Composite was up +3.11% gross of fees (+2.85% net of
fees), falling short of the similarly positioned Russell
Midcap Value Index, which increased +3.30% and the
Russell Midcap Index’s +5.00% return.

Alternatively, there were a few notable performance detractors
in the quarter. Producer and supplier of sand, U.S. Silica
Holdings, Inc. (SLCA) traded -26.48% lower due to investor
concerns regarding the supply and demand mix for silica and
noise around potential slowdowns in activity in the second half
of 2019, due to rising labor costs, trucking congestion and
outflow capacity. We believe the market is overestimating the
volume and delivery time of silica coming to market and
although there have been announcements for mines coming on
line in West Texas, the competitors lack the capital required to
begin production. SLCA is insulated from some of these issues
due to their national footprint and close proximity of its mines
to major rail lines and waterways. In addition, SLCA has
received commitments from several customers to prepay for
volume at attractive margins. Beyond supply concerns,
investors continue to underappreciate the company’s industrial
business relative to competitors. We believe the contributions
from these less volatile return businesses, such as the
investment in SandBox and EP Minerals, and the company’s
stable balance sheet has SLCA positioned for favorable
risk/reward going forward. At current levels, SLCA is trading at
a 63% discount to our estimate of private market value and we
have been adding to our position on weakness.

Several stocks in the portfolio had strong returns in the
quarter. Specialty cutting tool insert maker Kennametal Inc.
(KMT) advanced +21.97% during the period. Fourth
quarter and fiscal year end results highlighted solid
execution on its 3-year strategic plan to improve
economies of scale and profitability. Organic sales
increased 10% in the quarter and margins expanded
across each business segment. This momentum and price
cost balance is expected to continue into 2019. KMT is a
high conviction holding that continues to trade at a
significant discount to our estimate of private market value.
Leading designer and manufacturer in the orthopedic
marketplace, Zimmer Biomet Holdings, Inc. (ZBH) was
another notable contributor, trading +18.19% higher,
after management commentary at an investor conference
provided visibility into its progress addressing the FDA’s
manufacturing concerns at its Warsaw plant. ZBH also
delivered on its own deadline to restore inventory levels in
the quarter. With supply constraints easing, we expect to
see continued improvement on the top line in coming
quarters as the company meets the demand from its
existing base of surgeons and is able to turn its attention
to adding new doctors to its product lines.

Global investment bank, Houlihan Lokey, Inc. (HLI) also
weighed on performance this quarter, declining -11.78%, as
the top line came in slightly behind expectations. Importantly
there was no change to the company’s annual guidance or
outlook. Furthermore, management noted the pipeline of
corporate finance business was at its strongest level in firm

Leader in the scientific research market, Thermo Fisher
Scientific (TMO) also benefitted performance, advancing
+17.92% following commentary at an investor conference
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factors. That said, we view these uncertainties and risks as
short term noise within the context of our long term investment
horizon. Given our “slow and steady” approach, we remain
confident in our portfolio positioning, especially with our
domestic strategies trading at a discount relative to the indices.

history and was encouraged by sustained strength in large
cap activity levels, which has historically been a leading
indicator for middle market activity levels. Meanwhile, we
continue to believe HLI remains underpriced relative to its
intrinsic value.
Marketing communication company, Omnicom Group, Inc.
(OMC) was another notable underperformer, with its share
trading -10.05% lower in the quarter. The company has
continued to deliver consistent operating margins, but
revenue growth has been underwhelming. The market is
focused on the shift in spending from traditional
advertising channels to digital alternatives. Some consider
the change to be detrimental to advertising agencies,
assuming the companies will not be able to keep up with
the rapidly changing market. We saw some resistance to
this shift recently with concerns from advertisers and
consumers around placement of advertising and privacy.
We believe that continued confusion on selecting the
proper advertising channels and the returns on those
investments continue to have OMC well positioned for
years to come. Furthermore, we like OMC’s global market
position, improved free cash flow economics and
shareholder friendly capital allocation strategy. By our
estimates, OMC currently trades at a -36% discount to
private market value.

_________________
Investing in mid-cap companies is more risky and volatile than
investing in large cap companies. The intrinsic value of the
stocks in which the portfolio invests may never be recognized
by the broader market. The portfolio is often concentrated in
fewer sectors than its benchmarks, and its performance may
suffer if these sectors underperform the overall stock market.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the period
ended 9/30/18, the performance (net of fees) of the Ariel Mid
Cap Value Composite for the 1-, 3- and 5-year periods was
+9.95%, +11.91% and +8.63%, respectively. For the period
ended 9/30/18, the performance of the Russell Midcap Value
Index and the Russell Midcap Index for the 1-, 3- and 5-year
periods was +8.81%, +13.09% and +10.72%, and
+13.98%, +14.52% and +11.65%, respectively.
Performance of the Ariel Mid Cap Value Composite has been
reduced by the amount of the highest fee charged to any client
in the Composite during the performance period. Actual fees
may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee
schedule and portfolio size. A complete fee schedule is
available upon request and may also be found in Ariel
Investments LLC’s Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed in
U.S. dollars. Current performance may be lower or higher than
the performance data quoted. The Ariel Mid Cap Value
Composite differs from its primary benchmark in that it has
fewer holdings and more concentration in fewer sectors.

We did not initiate or exit any positions in the quarter.
We remain cautiously optimistic that a lightly regulated
free market economic system in the United States will
generate a healthy, growing economy and positive real
returns over the long run. In the meantime, we expect
many of our domestic holdings to benefit from steady
economic and corporate earnings growth, as well as the
second order effects from U.S. tax reform. While cyclical
pressures on inflation are building, we believe tightening
financial conditions, along with the expectation for further
rate increases are largely priced into the markets. Not to
mention, history shows that stocks can still do well in a
rising rate environment. The bull-run, it seems, is here to
stay for now. The drivers seem sustainable and investor
sentiment is not yet euphoric. Short-term corrections and
market volatility are expected in the near term – be it from
profit taking, corporate earnings swings, elevated
corporate debt leverage, trade policy or geopolitical

The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this
commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell any particular security.
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As of 9/30/18, Kennametal, Inc. constituted 3.82% of the
Ariel Mid Cap Value Composite (representative portfolio);
Zimmer Biomet Holdings, Inc. 4.31%; Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc. 2.98%; U.S. Silica Holdings, Inc. 1.83%;
Houlihan Lokey, Inc. Class A 2.44%; and Omnicom Group,
Inc. 2.95%. Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The
performance of any single portfolio is no indication of the
performance of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel Mid
Cap Value Composite.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other
earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell Midcap® Value
Index measures the performance of the mid-cap value
segment (companies with lower price-to-book ratios and
lower forecasted growth values) of the U.S. equity
universe. The Russell Midcap® Index measures the
performance of the mid-cap segment (a subset of the
smallest securities Russell 1000® Index) of the U.S. equity
universe. Frank Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source
and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights
related to the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of
Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors
accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the
Russell Indexes or underlying data and no party may rely
on any Russell Indexes and/or underlying data contained in
this communication. No further distribution of Russell data
is permitted without Russell’s express written consent.
Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content
of this communication.
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